At the Medical College of Wisconsin (MCW), we understand that choosing a medical school is a critical life decision that will set course for you to pursue your calling in life and develop the skills to become a highly effective physician. We also know that it’s about finding the place that fits your learning style, your lifestyle, and your career goals. MCW offers medical education in thriving, interconnected learning communities. At MCW, you’ll have easy access to your fellow students, nationally-recognized faculty and the best medical education resources.

Central Wisconsin Campus

3 YEARS
One of the few medical schools in the country that offers an innovative and focused 3-year curriculum.

CAREER FOCUS
We train primary care physicians (family medicine, pediatrics and internal medicine), and psychiatrists who want to live and work in the region when they complete their medical education.

CLINICAL PARTNERS
- Aspirus Health
- Evergreen Surgical
- HSHS Sacred Heart Hospital
- Marshfield Clinic Health System
- Mayo Clinic Health System
- OakLeaf Clinics
- OakLeaf Surgical Hospital
- Prairie Ridge Health
- Prevea Health

MCW-CENTRAL WISCONSIN PROGRAM
If you’re looking for a medical school that offers a community-focused program, smaller classes, classmates with similar interests, state-of-the art classrooms and labs, the chance to get to know your faculty in the classroom and in the clinical setting, and the ability to get plenty of one-on-one attention from some of the best physicians in the region, MCW-Central Wisconsin may be the ideal campus for you.

The MCW-Central Wisconsin campus features an accelerated 3-year program that will allow you to graduate and begin practicing medicine one year sooner.

LIFE IN CENTRAL WISCONSIN
Surrounded by woodlands, hills, lakes and an over-abundance of fresh air, this breathtaking area offers the amenities of an urban setting balanced with the feel of the great Northwoods. Enjoy year-round outdoor sports like camping, hiking, biking, skiing, and kayaking. If you’re seeking arts and entertainment, Central Wisconsin comes with a rich cultural heritage, thriving arts community, concerts, markets, performances, and festivals. You will also have the opportunity to build friendships with fellow students at the Green Bay and Milwaukee campuses through student organizations and interactive classes.
MCWfusion™ Curriculum

3 PHASES
Integration of foundational science and clinical medicine from day one.

CURRICULAR THREADS
- Communication Skills
- Health Equity
- Critical Thinking
- Patient Care Skills
- Health Systems Science
- Character and Professional Development
- Interprofessional Education and Practice

The new MCWfusion curriculum features clinically applicable and fully integrated basic science teaching. You will be engaged in active, small group inquiry-based learning, patient care and healthcare team experiences, and individualized, differentiated training to become a well-rounded physician ready to practice in a rapidly evolving healthcare environment.

- PHASE 1 provides system-based foundational science training and immersive clinical experiences.
- PHASE 2 consists of longitudinally integrated core clinical experiences.
- PHASE 3 offers individualization, differentiation, and two acting internships.
- CURRICULAR THREADS are integrated throughout all phases.

Support for your academic success

LEARNING COMMUNITIES
Support student well-being, peer mentoring, and faculty academic advising and coaching.

SPIRAL WEEKS
Promote integration, connection, and student development throughout all phases.

SCHOLARLY PATHWAY
Partner with community mentors for service learning and scholarship.

Your LEARNING COMMUNITY will become your support system where you will interact with a small group of peers and learning community navigators. This is the place to nurture your adaptive learner skills and obtain academic advising and coaching.

During SPIRAL WEEKS, you will create and act on individual development plans for excellence and develop meaningful connections with peers and faculty.

At MCW-Central Wisconsin, Physician in the Community SCHOLARLY PATHWAY enables you to individualize your medical training and will link your medical education with the resources and needs of the Central Wisconsin area communities and our partners to promote health in the region. Choosing an internationally-recognized medical education program at MCW-Central Wisconsin will prepare you for real-world practice and build a solid foundation for a strong future in medicine.